
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building Committee Meeting 

Location: High School Media Center 

Date: July 23, 2014 

 

Committee Members Present: James Witkins, Chairman; Peter Cable; Jeffrey Flower; James 

McFarland; Dennis Melluzzo; Timothy O’Neill; Bernard Szreders; Alan Todd 

  

Absent: Russell Gomes; Nina Peck;  

 

Administration Present:  Ian Neviaser, Superintendent of Schools; Glenn Fergione, Assistant 

Director of Facilities; John Rhodes, Director of Facilities & Technology;  James Wygonik, 

Principal of LOLHS 

 

Others Present: Daniel Weston, Northeast Collaborative Architects; Ryan Benoit, Ken Biega, 

Mike Brennen, George Perentau, O&G Industries; Tony Omicioli, Robert Ricard, RZ Design 

Associates; Bill Donald, Joe McCarthy, van Zelm 

 

I. Call to Order: 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Witkins at 5:03 p.m. 

 

II. New Business: 

1. O&G Review remaining HVAC work and expected completion date: 

Mr. Rhodes detailed the following introduction: 

“The purpose of this meeting is to hear from O&G Industries what specific items are left to 

complete in the area of HVAC controls and balancing and when they expect to have the 

controls and balancing completed and ready for commissioning. We are holding this special 

building committee meeting since students will be returning on August 27th and we are very 

concerned whether the balancing and controls will be completed during the next five weeks in 

time for school start. 

 

As many of you may not be aware O&G sent a letter to Automated Temperature Controls in 

March 2013 concerning completion of the controls and the energy management system ‘front 

end’. The school district occupied the final phase of the school building in April 2013 and 

received substantial completion in September 2013. 

 

The school district, RZ Design Associates and van Zelm have held numerous meetings with 

O&G to assist with completion of the HVAC controls and balancing since that time. 
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In January 2014 van Zelm notified the school district they had exhausted their commissioning 

budget providing assistance to O&G in the completion of HVAC controls and balancing. 

 

During the winter and spring of 2014 the school district and RZ Design Associates participated 

in weekly meetings with O&G to continue to monitor completion of the HVAC controls and 

balancing and has provided whatever assistance is necessary to facilitate completion. 

 

On June 20, 2014 the school district formally requested to have the HVAC controls and 

balancing completed by July 3, 2014 as determined by van Zelm Engineering, the school 

district commissioning agent.  On July 8 the school district sent a second notice requesting 

completion by July 14, 2014.  O&G responded to the school district that they are working on 

the HVAC systems.  On July 14, 2014 the school district requested O&G to provide corrective 

work completed, a schedule of remaining work and when the HVAC controls and balancing 

will be ready for commissioning. In addition, considering we have five weeks until school start 

we requested daily updates of progress.  On July 21, 2014 we received a summary of 

completed and remaining items but no completion date. 

 

Considering the drawn out history of HVAC controls and balancing completion, today we 

would like O&G to describe to the building committee the HVAC controls and balancing that 

is remaining and when they expect to be completed so the commissioning process can start”. 

 

Mr. Rhodes introduced the concerns and introduced O&G. 

Mr. Biega summarized they are concerned and George Parentau is leading the charge to 

complete 

O&G has sent ATC bonding company notice of performance concerns. 

O&G believes they can start the commissioning process in August and will continue until 

when students are in the building. 

 

O&G stated that they will continue to resolve the ongoing issues until they are completed. 

 

Issues: 

Electrical is causing units to trip out.  O&G has hired an electrical monitoring company to 

evaluate if electrical is a problem. 

 

Mr. O’Neill asked what confidence does O&G believe and should the district “ride it out”? 

O&G believes notification of the bonding company has motivated the controls company. 

O&G stated that Honeywell has notified them the controllers are very voltage sensitive and can 

be affected.  

Mr. Rhodes asked for clarification about the Honeywell controllers being voltage sensitive and 

when there are voltage irregularities, they lose their memory; O&G stated that all controllers 

will need to be reprogramed because of the voltage issue.  

Mr. Flower asked if this is a common problem with the controller.  George stated Honeywell 

has issued new controllers but they not have been replaced. Mr. Flower asked if all controllers 
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could be replaced with the same version to avoid future capability issues.  Mr. Rhodes 

concurred and noted that he appreciates that O&G is working with Honeywell, but made it 

clear that Region 18’s contract is with O&G and concerns are to be directed to O&G because 

that is where the obligation lies.   

 

Mr. Weston asked if another contractor can supervise and audit quality of work.  Mr. Donald 

provided a summary that ATC has not demonstrated their ability to complete any work, there 

was no evidence of a point to point check out and there has been significant turnover at ATC.  

In their latest evaluation they concluded that not much progress has been made.  

 

Mr. Biega stated they will have Connecticut Controls oversee ATC. 

 

Mr. Wygonik stated that O&G needs to take the steps that will get us to the end with the 

highest level of confidence. 

 

Mr. Biega to contact CT Controls to get someone here to audit the system and determine the 

next steps as well as van Zelm. O&G was asked to provide a date that this will occur; Mr. 

Biega suggested 2 weeks but Mr. Rhodes noted that was not soon enough, so Mr. Biega stated 

he would call the following day. 

 

Mr. Neviaser asked if both CT Controls and can Zelm provide verification of ATC’s work. 

 

III. Executive Session: 

Mr. Cable made a motion, which was seconded by Mr. O’Neill, to move into executive session 

for the purpose of discussing a contractual matter at 6:11 p.m.  Superintendent Neviaser, Mr. 

Rhodes and Mr. Fergione Rz Design, van Zelm and Dan Weston were invited to attend the 

executive session 

 

V.  Adjournment: 

Chairman Witkins adjourned the regular meeting at 6:11 p.m. by motion from Mr. Cable and 

second by Mr. Witkins. 

 

 


